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FOREWORD

Iqbal Bin Issack
President - SLTA

Tennis in Sri Lanka continues to make big strides forward, even
amidst a pandemic that has effectively crippled all sense of
normalcy. The third quarter of 2021 has featured some notable
milestones and moments in Sri Lanka’s tennis history, and it is
a great source of pride to bring these events to the fore in my
President’s message for the 8th issue of the Baseline
magazine.

Wheelchair tennis has hit an all-time high in Sri Lanka, starting with the bipartite qualification of Suresh Dharmasena to the quad singles event in the Tokyo Paralympic Games of 2021. Although Dharmasena was knocked out in his
first round match - his qualification to a premier event that featured the best
players in the world would prove to be a great omen for things to come. The Sri
Lankan team, comprising Dharmasena, D. M. Gamini and Lasantha Ranaweera
subsequently set off for the Wheelchair Tennis World Team Cup in Sardinia in
September 2021. With wins over higher ranked opponents in Belgium, Brazil and
Poland, the Sri Lankan team was placed 6th in the world - thus springing the
surprise of the tournament and confirming their status as world class athletes
in their sport.
While I congratulate the players on their monumental wins, my heartfelt thanks
goes out once again to Major General Shiran Abeysekara for his unwavering
commitment to the wheelchair tennis setup in Sri Lanka and to the team coaches, Jagath Welikala, Guyana Weerasekera, and Aad Zawan for their instrumental roles in preparing the team for success. Our plans for wheelchair tennis do
not stop - and we plan to build heavily on this milestone for continued future
success. We would also like to thank His Excellency Mr. Namal Rajapakse, Minister of Sports, and the ministry for recognizing the players and coaches for this
outstanding achievement.
The ministry also collaborated with SLTA to introduce the National High-Performance Training Programme (NHTPP), a setup to train the top junior and open
category players in Sri Lanka for international competition. The programme has
proved to be a huge success thus far, and marked improvements can be seen
in the levels of players who are attending. Maintaining this level and introducing new players into the programme will doubtless be a challenge, but SLTA’s
vision is for the long term, and we are confident that we will reap great results
in due course. To complement the NHTPP, SLTA is also working on reintroducing
international competition in terms of ITF Juniors and Futures tournaments in Sri
Lanka starting in 2022.
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FOREWORD CONTD.
Sri Lanka suffered a minor setback in Davis Cup in 2021 - unfortunately losing
both their ties to Jordan and Syria in the G3 competition held in Jordan in the
middle of September. Despite the loss, the Sri Lankan team, comprising Yasitha
De Silva, Thehan Wijemanne, Chathurya Nilaweera and Vibuda Wijebandara,
showed great spirit and were extremely close to securing the tie against Jordan.
Despite the relegation, the performance of a very inexperienced team bodes
well for the future of Sri Lanka’s Davis Cup, and we are confident that the resources of the NHPP will be used well to build all national teams in the country.
Ultimately, what we hope for is that Sri Lanka tennis continues to withstand the
pandemic, and that society will be able to recover from the drastic impact that
it has. A lot of promotional activities for tennis have been put on hold, but we are
confident that we will be able to continue development, outreach and community programmes that have been planned to bolster the profile of tennis in wider
Sri Lanka once the country is properly open.
Finally, I would like to thank the editor of the Baseline magazine for another
timely issue - this is now the 8th issue of the quarterly magazine, and its continuation is testament to the success of another landmark initiative of SLTA. I hope
that the next issue will feature more success stories from Sri Lanka tennis.
Stay tuned and stay safe, until next time!
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EDITORIAL
Welcome back to “Baseline”, the official magazine of the
Sri Lanka Tennis Association. This 3rd quarterly publication of
2021 marks the 8th issue of “Baseline”.
I am delighted to take over this issue of the magazine, in place
of Ms. Koralege, who is taking some time off due to exams.
Personally, it was an eye-opening experience to delve into what
takes place on-court as well as off-court and I hope that the
reader sees it as well!

Kavinka Fernando
Editor

Unfortunately, following the persisting spread of the 3rd wave of Covid-19 in
Sri Lanka since mid-April 2021 onwards shone a red light on most plans the
tennis faithful had for this quarter as well, with tennis tournaments and general
playing activities coming to a halt.
However, as you will see in this compilation, Sri Lanka had its fair share of action
in foreign lands, with the Island featuring its youngest-ever Davis Cup team,
and a history-making Wheelchair Tennis team that brought glory back in the
process. Despite the lack of activity on either side of the net, Sri Lankan tennis
has not come to a complete standstill. As mentioned in the previous issue, for
the first time ever, the SLTA has doubled up with the Ministry of Sports to create
a National High-Performance Training Programme (NHTPP) with the maiden
session having gone smoothly.
Additionally, with the country looking to make a comeback against the Covid
outbreak, the SLTA and everyone in the tennis community have been patiently
putting plans together to ace its way into normal service.
The cover page showcases the National High-Performance Training Programme (NHTPP) and the heroes in Sardinia, Italy - two milestones in Sri Lanka
tennis and wheelchair tennis, paving the way for future stars.
I extend my heartfelt gratitude to all the contributors including Messrs. Chris
Barathi and Binara Batuwanthudawe, sponsors and well-wishers for making
this edition of “Baseline” a success! Finally, a huge appreciation to all those
making Sri Lanka tennis proud, both locally and internationally, so keep it up!
Hope you enjoy this edition! Happy reading and as always, stay safe!
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Davis Cup
Sri Lanka’s Youngest Davis
Cup Campaign
By Akhila Seneviratne

The Asia Oceania Group III Davis Cup tournament, originally scheduled to be played in
Vietnam in August, was played at the Jordan
Tennis Federation (JTF) in Amman, from the
15th to the 18th of September this year. The
hosting nation was changed to Jordan at the
last minute, on account of the gravity of the
Covid 19 pandemic in Vietnam at the time.
Nine teams, namely, Vietnam, Jordan, Qatar,
Pacific Oceania, Syria, Kuwait, Malaysia, Hong
Kong and Sri Lanka, competed in the tournament, with a view to being promoted to group
II in 2022. The Philippines withdrew from the
tournament.

Yasitha De Silva

The Sri Lankan team consisted of Yasitha Rangana de Silva, Thehan Wijemanne, Chathurya
Nilaweera, Vibuda Wijebandara and Renouk
Wijemanne the Coach/Non-Playing Captain.
The absence of star players Harshana Godamanne and Dineshkanthan Thangarajah may
have affected the team’s performance unlike
the past but the youngsters did well despite
the setback in a Covid-19 period.

Team Sri Lanka set flight for the Davis Cup by
Rakuten to play in the Asia/Oceania Group III
from the 15th to 20th September in Jordan.
They fielded in one of the youngest teams in
history.
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There were many challenges ahead of the
team. For starters, they had only about three
weeks to prepare for a tournament of this scale,
and this too, in the middle of a pandemic, with
a nationwide lockdown in place, thus owing to
limited training time. Furthermore, out of the
nine nations who were to compete in Jordan,
Sri Lanka happened to be the only nation that
was red-listed by the Jordanian authorities at
the time. As such, Sri Lankans were not even
permitted to enter Jordan, much less play
sports there.

Thehan Wijemanne

With Jordan losing to Syria 3-0 on the first day
(15th September) and Sri Lanka also losing
to Syria, the second match in group C was a
must-win tie for both teams, to secure their
position in group III in 2022.
Yasitha won his match 6/4, 7/6 against Seif
Adas In the second set, he trailed the Jordanian
5-2 before grinding him down to win 7-5.

Chathurya Nilaweera

Sri Lanka first went up against Syria and suffered a 3-0 loss. Yasitha recorded 6/4, 2/6 and
7/6, against Yacoub Makzoume. The third set
was closely contested with both players trading two breaks of serve, and ending up in a tie
break. Unfortunately, Yasitha lost the third set
tie break 7-4, and the match, in the process.
The 2nd singles game ended short with Kareem Al Allaf going all the way with 6/0 and 6/4
against Thehan Wijemanne. Sri Lanka went into
the doubles 2-0 down. Chathurya Nilaweera
and Thehan Wijemanne, the reigning doubles
nationals champions took on Kareem Al Allaf
and Amer Naow. The Syrian duo won the match
6-2, 7-6. The Lankan pair had a set point in the
second set but they were unable to convert it.
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However, the youngsters could not keep up the
winning momentum in their matches. Chathurya fought hard but managed to win on one
set, finishing 2/6, 6/3 and 5/7 against Mousa
Alkotop, who served brilliantly from the get-go.
“Chathu” dug deep, and found ways to neutralize Alkotop’s serve. Unfortunately, however,
as we have seen with some of the best players in the world, Chathurya was unable to hold
his nerves playing the first Davis Cup singles
match of his career.
A moment of great sportsmanship was also
witnessed in the heat of the battle. On a crucial
point, the young Chathurya overruled the umpire who called Alkotop’s serve out and awarded an ace to his opponent. The packed stadium applauded the Sri Lankan. It was certainly a
proud moment for the team, as Coach Renouk
Wijemanne recalls.

As the singles matches were tied at 1-1, it came
down to the doubles match to decide the destiny of both teams. Thehan Wijemanne and
Yasitha De Silva took on Mousa Alkotop and
Hamzeh Al Aswad of Jordan. The Jordanians
came out successful in the match 7-6, 6-2 and
thus sealed their position in group III for 2022.
The other teams who got relegated to group IV
along with Sri Lanka were Qatar and Kuwait.
The teams that got promoted to group II were
Vietnam, Hong Kong and Pacific Oceania.
Jordan, Malaysia and Syria will remain in Group
III in 2022

Picture (left to right): Renouk Wijemanne (Coach/Non Playing Captain),
Chathurya Nilaweera, Yasitha de Silva, Thehan Wijemanne,
Vibuda Wijebandara, Iqbal bin Issack ( President –SLTA)

“The tournament was a test of mental strength
and resilience more than anything else”, Renouk Wijemanne said. “With the limited preparation time, Covid related restrictions which applied only to us, and having to play much more
experienced players, the team put up, what is in
my view, a truly impressive fight.”

Vibuda Wijebandara

Sri Lanka were unlucky this year but the youngsters would have wanted to use this opportunity to gain some international experience and
have many years to go. 26-year-old Yasitha
was the eldest and most experienced, Alumni of
Ananda College and the University of Colombo.
Vibuda Wijebandara aged 21 was a Commonwealth Games participant in 2017 while he was
schooling at Ananda College. Chathurya and
Thehan are still schooling and have a few years
to mature for they have just a few years left to
play for their Alma Maters Stafford International
School and Royal College respectively.

The National High-Performance Coach continued by adding that he is very proud of the
team and they fought hard as they left it all on
the court. “They routed each other to the end.
So while some may see this year’s Davis Cup
experience as a half-empty glass, it was, to me
and the team on the ground, a glass more full
than empty.”
The Davis Cup is run by the International Tennis Federation and serves as a “World Cup” with
knockout rounds in a regional format. Lanka
first made their appearance in the Davis Cup in
the year 1953. With one of the youngest teams
in history and the same team likely to participate next year as well, they will look forward to
a better performance in the future.
A special mention to Renouk Wijemanne who
also contributed to this article by giving his
first-hand experience into what it was like touring with the team during these arduous times.
We wish him and the future teams well in
bringing honour and glory to our motherland.
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Coaching Education
Updates from the Coach Education
Department
Despite perennial lockdowns and lack of activity on the tennis court, the Coach Education department managed to stay active in the third quarter of 2021. We summarize some of the highlights of the quarter and list out plans for the remainder of the year and first part of 2022.

Access to ITF Academy and World Coaches
Conference
SLTA now has free vouchers for courses to access premium content at the ITF academy, including short courses, videos, and ebooks. Some of the content will doubtless be useful for the
continuous professional development pathway of coaches. Furthermore, coaches who wish to
obtain an ITF certification will need to be registered with the ITF Academy in order to access the
online portion of these courses. In order to obtain your free voucher for the ITF academy (valid
until July 2022), the coach education department encourages coaches to get registered with
SLTA via the website.
Furthermore, the ITF World Coaches Conference will be conducted via the ITF Academy
between 5th to 7th November. Coaches who wish to attend will have to register via the ITF
Academy portal for a nominal fee.
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Coach Workshops
Organized by SLTA
SLTA continued with coach workshop activity in the third quarter of 2021, by successfully organizing three online workshops during this period. Unfortunately, due to continued restrictions, it
was not possible to conduct on-court sessions, but we hope that this will be possible in the near
future, even under some infection prevention guidelines. The workshops conducted during the
months of July and September are listed below:

The first workshop (Modern Approaches to Tennis Coaching: The Game-Based Approach vs
The Traditional Approach) conducted focused on the game-based approach, which is a modern approach to tennis pedagogy touted by the ITF. The game-based approach focuses on the
merits of teaching the game to students while allowing the game to be played, an approach
which encourages the player to learn by discovery. The workshop was a panel discussion which
featured many questions and answers that expounded on the benefits and potential drawback
of the approach, with many recommendations on best practices in adopting this approach towards coaching. The panel comprised Mr. Renouk Wijemanne (ITF CHP Coach and NHPP Head
Coach), Mr. Chrishantha Perera (ITF CAP Coach and Director - Hit Tenniz), and Mr. Christopher
Barathi Pillai (ITF CHP Coach and Head of Development at SLTA).
The second workshop (Ethical Standards and Practices expected of Tennis Coaches by Meshal
Sinnen - CED Director) focused on the different ethical standards and practices expected of
coaches. A description of the ITFs Code of Ethics and the Code of Ethics for coaches involved
with the national squad (NHPP) was the focus of the presentation, and the subsequent Q&A
session debated many practical examples and questions surrounding ethical practices.
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The final workshop (The Rules of Tennis) was conducted by Anjana De Silva (Head of Officiating
- SLTA) and Dharaka Ellawala (ITF Silver badge referee). The presentation focused on important
and often misinterpreted rules of tennis, the role of officials, and the correct implementation of
rules in certain specific situations, e.g. when playing with a roaming umpire. This was the first
workshop that was openly promoted for public attendance, as the content was deemed useful
to players and parents in addition to the coaches.
Recordings of the workshop and slides presented are available online, and the coach education department can be contacted to gain access to these resources. We also hope to upload
some of the videos to YouTube, and showcase the slides on the SLTA website by the fourth
quarter of 2021.
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Organized by Third Parties
During the third quarter, another encouraging trend for coach education was the organization
of workshops and discussion sessions by third party academies and organizations for the benefit of coaches and players alike. The SLTA Coach Education Department assisted in promoting
some of these workshops. A list of these workshops is given below:

We thank Synergy Tennis LK, Colombo Tennis Academy, and Sports Manager LK for organizing these workshops and involving tennis coaches as well. The respective organizations may
be conducted for recordings of these sessions. The coach education department encourages
academies and organizations involved in tennis to continue to organize educational workshops
for the benefit of the wider tennis community, and the SLTA CED will assist in spreading word of
these events if they are free and open to the public.
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Volunteer Coaches for the National High
Performance Programme
The SLTA Coach Education Department has organized application for volunteer coaches who
can work with the NHPP (national squad). The programme is intended for coaches who wish to
be mentored in coaching advanced players, and the activities of all volunteer coaches will be
overseen by the head coach, Mr Renouk Wijemanne. Pre-requisites for application are a minimum of ITF CBI qualification (or equivalent - to be assessed by Coach Education Director), or
significant past playing experience. Applications can be made on the form below:
https://forms.gle/3Aw69GDG6HaLWVdC8

Updates to the Website
The SLTA Coach Education Department has organized application for volunteer coaches who
can work with the NHPP (national squad). The programme is intended for coaches who wish to
be mentored in coaching advanced players, and the activities of all volunteer coaches will be
overseen by the head coach, Mr Renouk Wijemanne. Pre-requisites for application are a minimum of ITF CBI qualification (or equivalent - to be assessed by Coach Education Director), or
significant past playing experience. Applications can be made on the form below:
https://forms.gle/3Aw69GDG6HaLWVdC8

Find a Coach
Find a Coach features all coaches currently registered with the SLTA, with a section showcasing
their credentials. This page is a work in progress and is intended to assist players and parents
in their search for an appropriate coach based on the level of the player. SLTA encourages all
coaches to register to feature themselves on this page, which is found at https://www.sltennis.
lk/coach-search.html. A sample of a coach’s profile is shown below:
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Guidelines
The guidelines section is found here: https://www.sltennis.lk/coach-guidelines.html.
This section is expected to updated in the future, but currently features ethical guidelines for all
NHPP coaches (including volunteer coaches) and the ITF Code of Ethics, which is expected to be
followed by all coaches who work with SLTA.

Certification Courses
Unfortunately, due to the current situation, the SLTA has been unable to conduct certification
courses in 2021 as previously planned. However, based on the current situation, we aim to conduct an ITF Play Tennis Tutors Course, ITF Play Tennis Course and ITF CBI Course by the first
quarter of 2022. While the face-to-face sessions might only occur next year, we expect to conduct preparatory online workshops during the fourth quarter of 2021.

Contact Details
For more information regarding courses, workshops, guidelines, and related coach education
activity, you can contact the Director of Coach Education on the following:
»

Email: meshal.sinnen@gmail.com

»

WhatsApp: +6586703750

»

Mobile: +94713930463

Dr. Meshal Sinnen - Director - Coach Education Department of
the Sri Lanka Tennis Association
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Mayhem in New York
An absorbing fortnight of tennis made the
last tennis major the most memorable of 2021

By Dr. Meshal Sinnen

A year after a subdued event without fans
as New York fought through the throes of the
COVID-19 pandemic in 2020, the US Open was
back with a vengeance, its stadiums packed
to the rafters and emanating its signature
raucous atmosphere. Like the year before,
there was some trepidation as to whether the
tournament would be a success, but for multiple different reasons this time. This was the
first major event this century not to feature
Roger Federer, Rafael Nadal, Serena Williams
or Venus Williams in the main singles draw,
and the loss of the games premier stars would
have left organizers apprehensive towards
the reception by the public. But, as ever, the
game proved bigger than any player as the
tournament panned out to become one of the
most storied in recent memory.

Backdrop
Despite the notable absences of Federer, Nadal, and the Williams sisters, the US Open 2021
had a massive storyline to sell, and it involved
another stalwart of the game, Novak Djokovic.
In attempting to win his 4th US Open crown in
the men’s singles, Djokovic was attempting to
break the open era record for most majors by
reaching 21. More compellingly, victory would
mean that Djokovic would become only the
second man in the open era to win the calendar grand slam, emulating Rod Laver in 1969,
but also the first to win it across three different
surfaces. Considering how rare this accomplishment has been in tennis history (only
five players, men and women have achieved
it), the stakes were enormous, and Djokovic
would almost certainly cement his position as
the greatest male player in the open era, if he
were to win the tournament.
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Picture (left to right): Rafael Nadal, Roger Federer and Serena Williams
were all absent from the US Open 2021 (Source: Tennis World USA)

His road to the other 3 majors had been anything but smooth, but Djokovic’s grand slam
season had proved to be his most resilient, his
performance topping his previous career years
of 2011 and 2015 where he had lost at Roland
Garros. In fact, no other male player had been
in this position since Laver. Having said that,
Djokovic’s inability to capture the Olympic gold
medal - and thus be in contention for the calendar golden slam - and his extended break
thereafter meant that there was some doubt
surrounding whether he would be successful.

Having captured the first three slams of 2021, Novak Djokovic was set to become the first male player to capture the calendar grand slam
(Source: BBC/Getty Images)

In the women’s singles, the anticipation was nowhere at the same levels as for the men, which
would later prove to be ironic given how the matches would play out. There was still some anticipation on how Naomi Osaka would perform given her struggles with the press and self-proclaimed mental health issues, and her withdrawal from the previous two majors. Osaka was
a joint-favourite to win along with top seed and Wimbledon Champion Ashleigh Barty, and a
victory for either one of them would have been a statement of stability in an otherwise chaotic
WTA tour, which often features four major winners in a single season.
Mate Pavic and Bruno Soares were the defending champions in the men’s doubles but chose
to partner with different partners, with the Croatian Pavic choosing to partner with his countryman Nikola Metkic, and Soares partnering premier British doubles player Jamie Murray. The
women’s doubles did not feature a defending champion since both Laura Siegemund and Vera
Zvonareva did not participate.
Other stories included more possibilities for calendar slams, as both Dylan Alcott and Diede de
Groot, were in contention to win the Golden Slam in wheelchair quad singles and wheelchair
women’s singles, respectively, by winning all four majors and the Paralympics in 2021. Furthermore, Alfie Hewett and Gordon Reid also achieved the Grand Slam in the wheelchair men’s
doubles by winning all four majors in 2021. Novak Djokovic failed to complete a Grand Slam in
men’s singles, as he lost to Medvedev in the final.
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Open Singles Events
First Week
The first week featured many upsets in
both the men’s and women’s draws and an
emerging theme was the influx of younger
players, many of whom were very new faces
on the tour. The first day of the tournament
featured a resurgent Andy Murray stretching
3rd seed Stefanos Tsitsipas to five sets, but
unable to finish the job, amidst a lot of hue
and cry about Tsitsipas’s 7-minute bathroom
break at the end of set four. Tsitsipas would
win that match 2-6 7-6 3-6 6-3 6-4, but his
stay in the tournament would not last much
longer, falling in the third round to an inspired
Carlos Alcaraz, the 18-year-old Spanish teenage sensation who had been making waves
during the clay-court season. Watched on by
his coach, former US Open finalist Juan Carlos
Ferrero, Alcaraz imposed his brand of speed
and huge ball striking to deliver a stunning
upset of the Roland Garros finalist by winning
6-3, 4-6, 7-6, 0-6, 7-6.

Carlos Alcaraz hits a running forehand during his match against
Stefanos Tsitsipas (Source: Getty Images)

Alcaraz’s win wasn’t necessarily the trendsetter but followed two discernible patterns in the
first week of the US Open.
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There were many upsets in both the men’s and
women’s singles draws, and many of them
featured young players. 20-year-old Jenson
Brooksby featured in upsets of his compatriot Taylor Fritz (6-7, 7-6, 7-5, 6-2) and the 21st
seeded Australian Open sensation Aslan Karatsev (6-2, 3-6, 2-6, 6-3, 6-3) in displays that
featured his unique brand of counterpunching,
multi-paced tennis. Elsewhere, Frances Tiafoe,
the 23-year-old American known for his carefree hitting and touch, outlasted 5th seed Andrey Rublev in 5 sets, and 24-year-old Lloyd
Harris dispatched Wimbledon semi-finalist Denis Shapovalov in straight sets.
A similar theme of unexpected results was
concurrently panning out in the women’s singles draw. Shelby Rogers, the American sensation who had previously upset Serena Williams
in the 2020 edition of the tournament led the
charge with an inspired 3 set upset of world
number 1 and Wimbledon champion Ashley Barty, 6-2, 1-6, 7-6. Emma Raducanu, the
18-year-old who had created waves during her
4th round run at Wimbledon, was also breezing
through her early rounds without much fuss after a series of straightforward qualifying wins to
reach the second week without dropping a set.
Defending champion Naomi Osaka was upset
at the hands of plucky teenager Leylah Fernandez in an epic three-set encounter which saw
Osaka’s power-hitting neutralized by the quick
feet and immaculate timing of her opponent.
The tournament was effectively Osaka’s return
to the tour following her withdrawal from Roland Garros and hiatus during Wimbledon, and
a bullish Fernandez, backed by the New York
crowd, proved too much for her in the end, winning with a scoreline of 5-7, 7-6, 6-4. Following her defeat, Osaka indicated she would be
taking an indefinite break from tennis in order
to resolve mental health-related stress. 2019
champion Bianca Andreescu also prevailed after a first-round three-set win against the Swiss
Viktoria Golubic (coached by Dominik Utzinger,
former Sri Lanka Davis Cup coach), and then
progressed past the third round by winning the
rest of her matches in straight sets.

Zverev had to deal with former top tenner Jack
Sock in the third round, but despite dropping a
set, seemed in good shape and looked dangerous enough to repeat his Olympic heroics in a
potential semifinal matchup against Djokovic.

American Shelby Rogers returns a backhand during her upset of World
Number 1 Ash Barty (Source: FPP News)

Although the advent of youngsters was an unexpected and welcome breath of fresh air to
a professional circuit that was craving such a
change, the pre-tournament favourites and
veterans still made for some compelling stories. Much hype had already surrounded Novak
Djokovic’s match, and the world number one
faced another determined youngster, Holger
Rune, who backed by crowd support, stole a set
from Djokovic before succumbing to the sheer
physical demand of staying with him. Djokovic
was once again tested in a classic third-round
encounter by familiar foe Kei Nishikori, who had
beaten him previously in the 2014 edition of the
tournament. After dropping the first set, Djokovic rediscovered his brand of precision tennis to
finally put the Japanese player away in 4 sets
(6-7, 6-3, 6-3, 6-2). Djokovic’s performances
carried two traits; he was definitely showcasing the effects of pressure from attempting to
achieve the calendar grand slam, particularly
in the first set of his matches, but his serve was
noticeably bailing him out in tight situations, as
it had been doing so for much of the year.
Co-favourites Daniil Medvedev and Alexander
Zverev appeared to be progressing through
their initial rounds without much incident, with
the former cruising through in straight sets
through all of his matches.

On the women’s side, former slam champions
Angelique Kerber, Simona Halep, Victoria Azarenka and Garbine Muguruza showed signs of
rediscovering their games in the tournament,
and the third round featured the heady clash
between Azarenka and Muguruza. After a hardfought battle, Muguruza prevailed in three sets.
Olympic Champion Belinda Bencic, former Roland Garros winner Iga Swiatek and Wimbledon finalist Karolina Pliskova all got through
their first three rounds without much fuss, as
did pre-tournament favourite Aryna Sabalenka, the number 2 seed. A mini-upset was created by the in-form Greek Maria Sakkari when
she ousted 10th seed and former Wimbledon
champion Petra Kvitova in the third round with
a score of 6-4, 6-3.

Second Week
The second week featured many memorable
matches that will be remembered for a long
time. The protagonist of many of these matches was Novak Djokovic himself. In his fourthround encounter with Jenson Brooksby, the
Serb struggled to get any rhythm against the
young American’s dicey style, and when he
eventually did find his touch, he had a lot of
trouble getting past Brooksby’s brand of flat
counterpunching play. A near 20 minute 5th
game in the second set was the feature of the
second set as the level of play reached dizzying
heights, but Brooksby’s inexperience in best of
5 matches, and average serve ultimately would
prove to be the difference as Djokovic would
prevail in 4 sets (1-6, 6-3, 6-2, 6-2). Following a
third major win for the year in 4 sets (5-7, 6-2,
6-2, 6-3) over Wimbledon finalist Matteo Berrettini, Djokovic set up a much-anticipated encounter with his nemesis in Tokyo, Zverev. The
German had reached the last 4 after shaking
off some early nerves and facing a set point in
his quarterfinal encounter against Lloyd Harris.
In many people’s minds, he was the favourite in
the semifinal.
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The semifinal between Djokovic and Zverev
featured a high level of tennis from the start
of the match, and Djokovic was to blink first
on his serve, eventually dropping the first set
for the fifth time in the tournament. However,
a lapse in concentration by the younger man,
and clutch serving and a masterful adjustment by Djokovic in dropping his pace to the
Zverev backhand on some points finally resulted in the world number one leading by 2
sets to 1. The final game of the 6-4 third set
featured a lung-busting 54 shot rally that
Zverev would win while facing set point, but
the effort proved too costly as he ultimately
lost the next point and the set. Zverev would
make another comeback to win the fourth set
convincingly but Djokovic raised his level at
the beginning of the 5th set to race to a 5-0
lead and ultimately take the match, 4-6, 6-2,
6-4, 4-6 ,6-2. The win meant Djokovic had
reached his 4th slam final for the year and
was now one match away from winning the
ultimate prize, the calendar grand slam.

Novak Djokovic dug deep in his matches against Jenson Brooksby,
Matteo Berrettini and Alexander Zverev to bid for history in the final
(Source: usopen.org)

In the bottom half of the draw, second seed
Daniil Medvedev looked untroubled even in
dropping a set to Dutch newcomer Botic Van
de Zandschulp (6-3, 6-0, 4-6, 7-5), who had
previously ousted in form players Casper
Ruud and Diego Schwartzman. The third
quarter featured two five exciting matches in
the round of 16.
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Carlos Alcaraz backed up his win over Tsitsipas
by beating the experienced German Peter Gojowczyk, while Frances Tiafoe duked it out with
the immensely prodigious 12th seed Felix Auger Aliassime before falling in 4 sets (4-6, 6-2,
7-6, 6-4). Auger Aliassime’s win over Alcaraz
in the quarterfinal would prove to be a blowout
as the latter would be beset by a leg injury. In
a much-anticipated semifinal with Medvedev,
the young Canadian’s nerves and Medvedev’s
level of play would be too much, with the Russian completing a rout (6-4 7-5 6-2) to book
his second slam final of the season. A familiar
foe in Djokovic stood between him and his first
major title.
In the women’s draw, Emma Raducanu kept
blitzing through her draw with a comprehensive 6-2, 6-1 win over Shelby Rogers, where it
seemed that the American’s nerves affected her
form in the match. Raducanu had been mighty
impressive with her complete all-around game
up to this point, displaying a rare combination
of ball striking, movement, serving and returning. Still, it was expected that Olympic Champion Belinda Bencic would prove to be a step too
far. Surprising everyone, Raducanu overcame
a slow start and outhit Bencic from the baseline to ambush her in straight sets, 6-3, 6-4.
She then carried her form to outplay Sakkari
6-1, 6-4 in the semifinal, thus reaching the final
in unprecedented fashion, becoming the only
qualifier in grand slam history to do so. That she
had achieved it without dropping a set made
her run even more remarkable.
Leylah Fernandez was the story of the bottom
half of the women’s singles draw in the second
week, with three consecutive wins to book her
place in the final. Fernandez first beat the former champion, Angelique Kerber, in a battle of
the lefties (4-6, 7-6, 6-2), and then outlasted
5th seed Elina Svitolina in a final set tiebreak
(6-3, 3-6, 7-6) to conclude a match that featured some of the best power-hitting of the
tournament.

Pre-tournament favourite and number 2 seed
Sabalenka was waiting in the semifinal, and
Fernandez defied the odds yet again to win in
three sets. Fernandez’s distinct ability to take
the ball on the rise, often a few inches off the
ground meant she was routinely taking time
away from her opponents. This ability, coupled with her lefty advantage and the crowd’s
adoration of her (presumably to do with
her gutsy game and Canadian nationality)
proved to be decisive in the end.

After relinquishing a break of serve to go down,
and repeatedly struggling with Fernandez’s
pace it was apparent that Raducanu would
have a tougher task on her hands than previous matches. It was also clear that the New
York crowd’s loyalties were with the Canadian. Raducanu’s return and her mixed use of
a high topspin forehand tactic allowed her to
break back in the set, and from that point on,
she mixed in flawless serving, brilliant movement and great returning to close the first set
6-4. Once the first blow had been struck, there
was a sense of inevitability that the momentum had permanently shifted to Raducanu.
She was briefly disturbed when serving out for
the championships, facing breakpoints and
then taking a tumble on the court, which led to
a 5-minute break to treat a bleed on her leg.
Despite being down 30-40 at the resumption
of play, Raducanu displayed steely nerves and
closed out the match with an ace out wide on
the ad court, to win 6-4 6-3.

Leylah Fernandez and Elina Svitolina embrace after a hard-fought
quarterfinal match (Source: usopen.org)

Thus, the women’s final was to feature two
unseeded teenagers who both possessed
attractive games and hordes of self-belief.
Despite the fact that history awaited Djokovic in his final, it somehow seemed that the
anticipation was greater for the battle of the
youngsters in Saturday’s women’s championship match.

The Finals
The opening ceremony to the women’s finals featured an honorary ceremony for the
“Original 9”, a group of nine women led by
the legendary Billie Jean King, who initially
took a stand for equal women’s rights in tennis. Many past tennis players including Andy
Roddick and Kim Clijsters were also present
for the match. Despite the lack of experience
in the final, both Raducanu and Fernandez
approached the match with the customary
aplomb they had exhibited throughout the
tournament.

Emma Raducanu strikes a backhand during her final against Leylah
Fernandez at the US Open 2021 (Source: MondialNews)

Her achievement of winning the title created
history on many accounts. Emma Raducanu
would become the first qualifier to win a major title in all history, and she also became the
first player to win 10 matches in straight sets
in a major including the qualifying rounds. Besides, this Raducanu would become the first
British female player to win a grand slam title since Virginia Wade at Wimbledon in 1977
(Wade also won the US Open title in 1968).
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The anticipation for the men’s final was sky-high as Djokovic and Medvedev took to the court
on the final Sunday of the tournament, watched on by a crowd - that included many celebrities
and former players such as Roddick, Juan Martin Del Potro and Maria Sharapova - prepared
to witness history in the making. Despite the edgy relationship that Djokovic traditionally had
with the New York crowd, it was clear that supporters in his camp had grown as the tournament
reached its latter stages. In the final, it was very apparent that the crowd was on his side from
the beginning. Djokovic elected to serve and won the first two points of the match but then
displayed uncharacteristic nerves, botching some easy strokes to go down a break. Medvedev
would follow in the next game with unreturnable serves, landing 120+ mph second serves, to go
up 2-0. The first two games would showcase a couple of trends that would persist throughout
the match. It appeared that Djokovic’s nerves had finally gotten the better of him, and the man
so widely renowned for his clutch play under pressure was succumbing to the weight of expectation. Furthermore, Medvedev was determined not to let Djokovic get into any type of rhythm,
and was timing and feeling the ball extremely well. Perhaps the Russian’s decision to arrive 6
hours early to the practice courts had paid off. Medvedev would duly close out the first set 6-4
with more flawless play. Djokovic had chances in the first two Medvedev service games of the
second set. Unfortunately for him, an interruption on one of the breakpoints and more precise
play from Medvedev saw his chances vanish. A broken racquet, a sequence of easy misses and
botched drop shots later on the part of the Serb, Medvedev went up two sets in front of a crowd
that had been stunned to silence. The third set was a mere formality, despite a mini-Djokovic
come back from 5-2 down, fueled by his opponent’s nerves and a crowd, that for once, was vocally on his side - to the point where they unfairly booed and interrupted Medevedev multiple
times as he attempted to serve for the match. Despite being down a breakpoint again at 5-4 in
the third set, Medvedev held his cool to produce a service winner to capture his first grand slam
title 6-4, 6-4, 6-4, the first by a Russian since Marat Safin in 2005. Indeed, the victory resembled
the ambush Safin had performed on Pete Sampras 21 years prior in the US Open final. Medvedev
capped his victory with an unusual FIFA-style goal celebration.

Daniil Medvedev in the middle of his now-famous “L2+left” FIFA celebration following his victory at the US Open 2021 (Source: Tennis365)

Despite the loss, there was one positive for Djokovic as he had the crowd on his side for what
seemed like the only time in recent memory at a grand slam match. The emotions would prove
to be overwhelming as the runner-up shed tears during a changeover and during the presentation ceremony. A near-perfect slam season that was not to be meant Rod Laver remains the
only man in the open era to have captured the calendar grand slam.
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Emma Raducanu and Daniil Medvedev pose with the trophies for the women’s and men’s
singles championships of the US Open 2021 (Source: Today in English 24)

Highlights from Other Events
Both Dylan Alcott and Diede de Groot would end up achieving the Golden Slam in the wheelchair
quad singles and wheelchair women’s singles, respectively, by becoming champions in their
respective categories. Alfie Hewett and Gordon Reid also achieved the calendar Grand Slam by
capturing the wheelchair men’s doubles by winning all four majors in 2021. Other winners included Rajeev Ram and Joe Salisbury in the men’s doubles, former women’s singles champion
Samantha Stosur and Zhang Shuai in the women’s doubles, and Salisbury’s combination with
Desirae Krawczyk to win the mixed doubles.

Dylan Alcott celebrates after winning a historic golden slam in the quad wheelchair singles
following his triumph at the US Open 2021 (Source: ABC News)

All in all, the US Open provided many moments and stories, in a game that has long been dominated by a handful of stars over the last 15 years or so. This bodes well for the future of the game
and shows that tennis will outlive its biggest names. There is a lot to look forward to in the slam
season of 2022!
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National High Performance
Training Programme
The first-ever High-Performance Training programme for high-ranking Tennis players initiated by Sri Lanka Tennis Association (SLTA) in collaboration with the Ministry of Sports, officially
commenced on 2nd July at the SLTA) premises, adhering to all COVID-19 safety and health
guidelines.
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President of the SLTA Iqbal Bin Issack, General Secretary Pradeep Goonasekera, Chairman –
Coaching and Promotion Rukmal Cooray, Honorary Secretary of the National Sports Council
(NSC) Thiyumi Abeysinghe and members of NSC and the National Selection Committee graced
the occasion, along with trainers and players of the National Tennis Squad.

After months of preparation and planning, 21 players were selected according to the criteria
under-16 and under-18 men’s and women’s categories.
This initiative will be conducted free of charge, and all players under these categories will be
sent to participate in a minimum of six international tournaments per year as well. Renouk Wijemanne, Sylvester Francis and Ashan Dep as official Tennis coaches will head the programme,
while Bilal Yusuf will be the Strength and Conditioning coach.
The national pool will accommodate under 12 & 14 age groups from October 2021 onwards in
preparation for the 2022 team event.
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Wheelchair Tennis Update
Sixth in the world - A first for Sri Lanka as
history is created!

Sri Lanka Wheelchair Tennis Team led by Tokyo
Paralympian Suresh Dharmasena, Lasantha
Ranaweera and DM Gamini created history in
Italy by being placed 6th at Wheelchair Tennis
World Cup.
The BNP Paribas World Team Cup is the premier
team competition for Wheelchair Tennis. The
top 16 nations assembled in Sardinia, Italy from
27th Sep to 4th October 2021.
The team defeated strong tennis nations such
as Brazil, Belgium, and Poland along the way to
their 6th place finish. Sri Lanka was only beaten by eventual semifinalist France in the group
stage and former Champions Japan in the final
placing tie.

Suresh Dharmasena

The Sri Lankan team comprises Army war heroes that were injured in battle. Sergeant
Dharmasena who participated at the Tokyo
Paralympics this August hails from Kahatagasdigilya is ranked #64 in the ITF World Rankings.
Sergeant Ranaweera, from Pasyala, is ranked
#85 and Sergeant Gamini from Ampara is
ranked #81.
The Sri Lanka Tennis Association (SLTA) along
with the SL Army initiated the Wheelchair Tennis Programme in 2002 as a social project for
injured soldiers. Head Coach Jagath Welikala
has been part of the program since its inception and has produced over 30 players who are
internationally ranked.
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D.M. Gamini

The SLTA President Iqbal bin Issack, General
Secretary Pradeep Goonasekera, VP Wheelchair Tennis Major General Shiran Abeysekera and main sponsor Colombo International
Container Terminals (CICT) was instrumental
in the success of the team in Italy, by housing
the players in Colombo, arranging specialist training with Head Coach, Jagath Welikala,
Consultant Coach, Guyanga Weerasekera and
European training with Legendary Wheelchair
Coach Aad Zawan in the lead up to the event.

Lasantha Ranaweera

The SLTA intends to further invest further into the development of the Wheelchair Tennis Program to fulfil the goal of a Paralympic Medal in Paris 2024.
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Picture (Back row L to R): Jagath Welikala (Head Coach), Iqbal Bin Issack (President - SLTA),
Pradeep Goonwardena (General Secretary - SLTA), Guyanga Weerasekera (Asst. Coach)
(Front row L to R): D.M. Gamini, Lasantha Ranaweera, Suresh Dharmasena
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Recreational Tennis Update
Tennis Fun Day!
By Shiyananth Sivanantharajah
The SLTA has taken initiatives to design a special tennis program for adults to enable them to
participate in a lifetime sport in a fun and healthy way. We called this “Tennis fun day”. The SLTA
had conducted the first-ever “Tennis fun day” prior to the Covid-19 lockdown in August 2021.
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The SLTA has taken initiatives to design a special tennis program for adults to enable them to
participate in a lifetime sport in a fun and healthy way. We called this “Tennis fun day”. The SLTA
had conducted the first-ever “Tennis fun day” prior to the Covid-19 lockdown in August 2021.
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Once the country resumes normalcy, the SLTA will conduct more “Tennis fun day” programs
in different regions and venues with an increasing number of participants by including some
more categories of play, so stay tuned!
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